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PUT AGE RELATED MEMORY DECLINE IN CHECK



THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: What is cognitive training through chess?

The COGNITIVE TRAINING THROUGH CHESS or ECAM ® method,  is

Juan Antonio Montero’s original method, developed by his

practice in Club Magic Extremadura, and registered in 2018 in the 

USA. 

As any other cognitive training system, it’s based on the evidence that 

cognitive skills respond positively to consistent exercise and 

repeated practice, through tasks of increasing difficulty, focused on 

specific cognitive skills. In this method, resources are based 

entirely on chess.  
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OBJECTIVES: The objectives of creating this method were:

 Create a genuine cognitive Training-Rehabilitation method,
exclusively using the elements from the practice of chess.

 Achieve a Cognitive Training Method that is easy to apply due to
the simplicity of its postulates, and cheap to carry out due to the
simplicity of the resources needed.

 Take advantage of the recreational component that the game of
chess has, combined with its popular appeal as “a mind activity”;
thus, overcoming the difficulties that a "conventional" practice of
chess, would have on target populations.



The usual sense of chess exercises 
is changed.

“classical” chess
problem:

White to play and 
mate in one.

For a system relying on the train of 
specific cognitive functions.

Selective Attention
Exercise:
How many pawns 
of any color are 
there on white 
squares?

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS :  EXERCISES THAT HAVE BEEN CREATED OR 
ADAPTED FROM CHESS.



Where has it been successfully  implemented?

ECAM ® counts with several real successful case studies, 
applied with several groups:

-High capacities.
-Aging without cognitive decline.
-Detention centres with prison population.
-Cognitive decline due to addictions (TT.CC.)
-Neurodegenerative diseases.
-Acquired brain damage
-Mental disorders.
-ADHD and ASD.
-Disabilities.
-Down syndrome.
-Parkinson’s disease.
-Homeless people .
-Young offenders.



BENEFITS OF ECAM
It’s a Rehabilitation-Training method very
easy to understand.

-Immediate impact (reinforcement).

-Successfully tested in several collectives.

-It is not necessary to know how to play
chess.



How is the ECAM ® applied? 
and what have we learned?

-Individualized within the group: group
sessions where the exercises are performed
individually. Individualised work

-Selfawareness of one's own thought
processes: you learn about your own
learning and thinking process, and this
builds adherence to the programme.

-Motivational and immediate
reinforcement (adherence to the method):
recreational system and encourages self-
improvement.

-Methodology especially attractive to
women. High awareness about the need to
take care of the mind.



EXERCISE DESIGN

-Different types of exercizes created
according to different cognitive functions.
In attention: sustained attention, focal,
selective, divided, alternating.
. In perception: perceptual recognition,
visuospatial functions, perceptual
discrimination...

-No chess knowledge required for a large
number of exercises. Also, for many other
exercises, only very basic knowledge that is
learned in the workshop practice itself.

How is it applied?
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Covid and the lockdown 
bring us to consider that an 

app based on ECAM ® is 
possible: we experiment with 

WhatsApp. 



-WhatsApp groups are
created, and the exercises
are crafted into the phone
format.

-The structure of face-to-
face teaching is maintained
(The exercises are graduated
from less to greater difficulty,
they are administered by
even series of exercises, etc.)
- Adherence to the program
does not suffer, and from
here is when we realise that
Gymchess is possible.



Gymchess co-founders: Juan Antonio Montero, Leontxo García y Asier Rufino Bengoechea.



Presented in the Spain 
pavilion  at the Dubai EXPO 

in December 2021.

Judith Polgar experiencing
Gymchess. 



OPPORTUNITY



OPPORTUNITY

Well-being tools / applications in the field of mental health and 
delaying cognitive decline?

GYMCHESS, PUT AGE RELATED COGNITIVE DECLINE IN CHECK





“Soon doctors will recommend a daily game of chess, a crossword 
puzzle, some physical exercise and a healthy diet.” Dr. Verghese, 

Neurologist (Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York).



MARKET PONTENTIAL

APPS

INVESTORS

Technavio has been
monitoring the cognitive
assessment and training 
market and it is poised
to grow by USD 13.56 bn
during 2020-2024, 
progressing at a CAGR 
of over 28% during the
forecast period. 



COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Agility
Concentration
Coordination
Languaje
Language
Memory
Attention
Perception
Reasoning
Executive Functions
Abstract Reasoning
Maths
Flexibility
Problem Solving



¡ECAM ®  has been adapted to GYMCHESS ®  
maintaining the essence, and creating a very powerful 
instrument to keep the mind fit and  battling cognitive 

decline



Avaliable
on iOs and Android

HOW TO GET 
GYMCHESS

https://gymchess.com/

https://gymchess.com/


5 cognitive areas to train

• Memory
• Executive functions
• Reasoning
• Perception
• Attention

Cognitive modularity

• Short term memory
• Working memory
• Selective attention
• Divided attention
• ….

1st time on the app, 
selectable cognitive area to 

train

Through exercises based on chess and with a time limit for their 
resolution, more than 2500 exercises. 



• After solving the exercises of a certain
cognitive function, the app offers a specific
rating.

• Perceptual ranking, memory ranking...

Specific rating for 
each cognitive area

• Mean of the ratings from all cognitive areas..

• General cognitive functioning
General 

cognitive 
ranking

A COGNITIVE RATING HAS BEEN CREATED 
(COGNITIVE ELO)



EASY ACCESS AND USABILITY

o After entering the application for the first
time, it is necessary to register and create a
user, providing an email and a password

o Before moving on to solving exercises, the app
offers a series of questions for therapeutic
purposes to the user in a questionnaire
format

o You can select the cognitive area you want to
train



DOES IT “WORK”?

Up to 85% of users going through 60 series or more improve their cognitive 
ranking on an average of up to 300 points (meaning, improving by almost a 

factor of 2 their “initial level”). 



WHAT IS NEXT?

Completing internal funding round 

Designing clinical trials / research studies

Setting up Scientific Advisory Board





Mens sana in corpore sano

Thank you for your
attention!

Juan Antonio Montero Aleu
Asier Rufino Bengoechea

Avaliable
on iOs and 

Android
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